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“
Video ads are the HOTTEST 

new thing on the

Amazon Platform today

The best conversions

The best ACOS

The best product boost a seller 
can have
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Vid o Am?          Top  tu!
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Wh o 1 d n o n o 3?
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BLACK FRIDAY VIDEO AD

To be used for at least 2 weeks 
before Black Friday. “Our Black 
Friday Deals Are Already Here”.

CYBER WEEK VIDEO AD

To be used right after Black 
Friday for 2 weeks. “Enjoy Our 
One Time Deals for Cyber 
Week!”

CHRISTMAS VIDEO AD

The best gift you can get for 
Christmas is just a click away! 
Check out our special offer 
for your loved ones!
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How  e t 3 vi as?

Black Friday Ad
Dates

Cyber Week Ad
Dates

Christmas Ad
Dates

Start date 11/13/2020 11/28/2020 12/13/2020

Finish date 11/28/2020 12/12/2020 12/31/2020

Notes* Can begin 30 days 
before Black Friday

Upload ad ahead of time 
and schedule it

Upload ad ahead of time 
and schedule it
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Wha O et (t a v)

HOW WE KEEP OUR RATES SO LOW
We are creating and using existing footage for ALL 
sellers who join this offer - limiting this to CURRENT 
customers only, and not accepting 2 products which are 
the same. First one wins. Other sellers will be rejected.

We use the same template and scripts which is proven to 
work for most of the videos.

We already have your product in house, this helps us 
expedite the production.

WE WANTED TO GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUE
This is why we are creating a phenomenal template for 
all types of videos to keep our costs low so we can 
transfer our savings to you.

We will have a different talent in each one of your 
video-ads WITH subtitles for people who watch the video 
muted and to keep the videos different.

We will make these videos with our unique touch of super 
professional video and special effects.
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* Due to the above, please note, we will only provide one round of edits, and we keep the right to decline or request 
additional compensation for edits which aren’t a part of the template we created.



The 
You want your brand videos to be 

5 stars because you’re a pro.
Work with the pros. Work with

Top Rated Studios.
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The 
We know it can be cheaper.
Don’t sacri ce your brand 

presence by creating
low quality videos.



Our in l

✔ You usually pay us $1,500 for the creation of a video ad.
✔ In this special template group deal we lowered each video ad to 

only $496 dollars which totals $1,488 for ALL 3 VIDEO ADS!
(That’s less than what we charge for ONE regular video ad)

Includes: editing the templated script, shooting required video of your product, 
lming 3 different actors (1 for each ad), editing each ad and adding subtitles. One 

round of edits but please remember that special additions might be charged extra.
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$1,500
Our current Video Ad price

$3,012
Money you save by joining this offer

$496
The price we were able to lower each video ad by using 
similar templates for all sellers who join the offer
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TO ORDER
THE SERVICE
PLEASE VISIT
www.linkz.to/3vid
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Hur p
Time is running out.
We must start the production 
ASAP to be ready on time.

Also, we only accept one product 
of its kind.
If a different seller with similar 
product already ordered your 
order will be rejected.



The Chosen Video Studio for Amazon Sellers

Different video 
productions based on 

your needs. From 
unboxing to video ads

We produce each 
video as if it was our 

own product on 
Amazon

Don’t compromise on 
anything less than a 

five star video 
production studio

We understand 
Amazon more than 

any other video 
studio in the world


